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Abstract: Algorithm fundamentals are useful to learn at different levels engineering education. One of
the most difficult concepts to teach and understand is backtracking algorithms with proper bounding
functions. This article proposes a framework to implement interactive online tools showing examples
of backtracking algorithms in which students can graphically observe execution step-by-step. This
approach is illustrated with the n-queens problem with students from Prince Sultan University,
Saudi Arabia, and Complutense University of Madrid, Spain. The results show 6.67% increased
learning on a backtracking exercise in the experimental group over the control group, in which the
algorithms were automatically validated with DOMjudge software (an automated system used to
run programming contests). The proposed framework was evaluated as easy to use, with a score of
74.5% in the validated System Usability Scale (SUS); easy to learn, with a score of 6.22 out of 7 in the
validated Usefulness, Satisfaction, and Ease-of-Use (USE) scale; and with a general satisfaction of
5.97 out of 7 in the validated USE scale.

Keywords: backtracking; engineering education; digital learning; higher education; fundamentals of
algorithms; programming; online application; software algorithms

1. Introduction

Learning of algorithms is incorporated into different levels of engineering education
such as telecommunication and computer science, and in different countries and different
cultures. Algorithms are behind most automation processes covering a wide range of fields,
including decision-making processes [1], path-finding in games with artificial intelligence
(AI) [2], and telecommunication routing [3]. Proper design of algorithms is the cornerstone
for efficient and effective applications and communications.

Although there are many different algorithms (almost as many as there are problems),
there are some big sets of algorithms that fall into a few well-known categories. These
algorithm techniques are usually taught at different university grades, and include iter-
ative [4], recursive [4], divide and conquer [5], and backtracking algorithms [6], among
others. In particular, backtracking is one of the most difficult to understand by students,
as it combines recursion, exploration of partial solutions, and bound of branches to reach
reasonable efficiency.

In higher education and collaborative learning, it is essential to adopt a teaching
strategy that develops excitement and collaboration among the students. Dynamic group
formation with intelligent tutor collaborative learning for next-generation collaboration
was proposed in [7]. In fact, group formation strongly influences collaborative learning
in computer-supported collaborative learning environments. Since group formation is
affected by several factors (such as personal characteristics and social, cultural, psychologi-
cal, and cognitive diversity), dynamic group formation was developed to solve concerns
related to group compatibility among students with different traits. In addition, face-to-face
tutoring provides a learning environment that suits student preferences and levels of un-
derstanding (i.e., learning styles and learning levels, respectively). Moreover, the intelligent
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tutoring system is a computer-based system that integrates artificial intelligence to mimic
the cognitive intelligence of human tutors. The authors of [8] proposed blending cognitive
intelligence with their proposed intelligent tutoring system to replace existing traditional
tutoring systems. Another study [9] supports increasing student responsibility and learning
outcomes by using a partially flipped classroom in a language processor course. Recently,
teaching pedagogy in higher-education incorporates watching videos or using interactive
applications without any detailed face-to-face introduction of the topic beforehand. This
indicates that most teaching frameworks will probably be useful for creating material for
flipped classrooms.

Teaching algorithms in higher education require learners to be well prepared be-
forehand. The authors of [10] proposed dynamic optimization and hyperparameter op-
timization of deep neural network models to improve the accuracy of prediction model
positioning and software quality and testing efficiency. The prediction model was devel-
oped by mixing the particle swarm algorithm and the wolf swarm algorithm, which takes
advantage of the strengths of each algorithms. Moreover, teaching abstraction in computer
science is regarded as one of the most fundamental ideas, and can be achieved by using
abstraction and ignoring details that are currently irrelevant. The authors of [11] studied the
effect of abstraction frameworks in a primary computer science course called Scratch. This
tool uses the programming language for implementing algorithmic solutions. The outcome
of the study was that the framework was highly effective for developing computer science
abstraction skills as well as other related skills and aspects, such as the tendency to provide
explanations for solutions, the use of initialization processes, and perception of the nature
of computer science.

Our approach proposes to address this cross-disciplinary need of learning algorithm
techniques by using a cross-disciplinary education technique. More concretely, cross-
disciplinary education usually relies on interactive tools to effectively teach concepts due
to their intuitiveness and ease-of-use [12]. The authors of [13] accurately assess the efficacy
of learning and teaching techniques through analyzing learning outcome performance by
using an advanced analytical model (the Rasch model). The results from this work guide
educators in tracking and monitoring learning outcome performance for different types
of courses, such as algorithm-based education. Hence, our proposed approach relies on a
framework for creating interactive tools for teaching algorithms.

Understanding fundamentals of algorithms helps students to develop accurate so-
lutions that actually obtain the best solutions in the most efficient way considering total
time and computational complexity. However, teaching and learning this subject can be
a real challenge, as mentioned in other works about teaching algorithmic thinking, such
as [14]. For instance, one aspect of fundamentals of algorithms that is most difficult to
teach and understand is backtracking with proper bounding functions, as it combines
recursion, exploration of partial solutions, and bound of branches to reach reasonable
efficiency. In this paper, we propose a framework to implement interactive online tools
to show examples of backtracking algorithms in which students can graphically observe
execution step-by-step. This work conducts experiments with Prince Sultan University
(PSU) students and Complutense University of Madrid (UCM) students in order to show
the perceptions students have of this framework and the corresponding interactive tool,
and to help when these tools are reused in different contexts and countries.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. The next section introduces
related work highlighting the gap in the literature covered by this work. Section 3 presents
a novel framework for developing interactive tools for teaching algorithms. Section 4
presents a case study of using this framework for teaching the backtracking algorithm for
solving the n-queens problem. Section 5 presents experimentation with this interactive tool.
Section 6 discusses the main findings of this research. Section 7 mentions the conclusions
and depicts the most-relevant future research directions.
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2. Related Work

Several works show the relevance of backtracking algorithms in different fields. For ex-
ample, Zhang et al. [15] have recently presented a backtracking search algorithm for
identifying certain parameters in photovoltaic models in the energy field. In addition,
backtracking has been used for implementing the Root-Tracker [16] tool to identify the
true source of cyber crime. Thus, engaging students to properly understand and pro-
gram backtracking algorithms can contribute to the quality of future tools developed with
this technique.

Gamification has been widely used in education. In particular, a variety of games have
been used for teaching software process standards. The literature review by Calderon et al. [17]
showed that the majority of serious games for supporting software process standards
education were computer games and applicable for industrial environments. These games
were mainly used by professors and undergraduate students. Thus, software development
has already benefited from serious games. Our proposed work is in line with this trend,
as it presents backtracking algorithms in a more visual, interactive, and playful way.

The authors of [18] described the advantage of using three-dimensional (3D) tech-
nology to support teaching and learning in healthcare education and for assessment of
learning outcomes. The assessed learning outcomes were related skills, knowledge, student
perceptions, and emotions. These learning outcomes were beneficial to support learning
and teaching strategies for interactive education. Gamification, on the other hand, plays
a vital role in education. It supports and motivates students in understanding compli-
cated topics (such as algorithmic teaching), which can lead to enhanced learning and
outcomes [19]. Moreover, it has been observed that teaching and learning of different
educational specialties requires the support of computer science technologies such as visu-
alization, pedagogical simulations, interactive tools, etc. For instance, the authors of [20]
developed a simulation visualization tool to graphically illustrate various computer science
concepts by simulating the network-to-memory data path at a network node and gener-
ating files for simulation visualization of hardware description languages-based models.
Our proposed work also considers enhancement of learning through the development of
an interactive online tool to solve problems for engineering and computer science students.

Despite the widespread availability and increasing use of cyberlearning environments,
the authors of [21] evaluate a teaching framework for cyberlearning environments in
computer science and software engineering education. The evaluation framework proposes
development of a user interface (UI) and user experience (UX) to support teaching and
learning for STEM education. Furthermore, the authors of [22] developed an educational
software tool to analyze sound propagation to provide interactive understanding and
learning of acoustic engineering principles. In addition, visualization of algorithms has
helped different branches of software-development education. For instance, virtual reality
modeling language and Java were used to develop applets for visualizing 3D algorithms
in computer graphics education [23]. Our proposed work also focuses on visualizing
algorithms, but the type of algorithm, backtracking, is different.

To enhance student computational thinking skills, the authors of [24] developed an
immersive virtual reality-based application to facilitate learning computational thinking
concepts. The goal of this study was to support traditional teaching and learning of
computational thinking by integrating three virtual mini games for an enhanced learning
experience. Furthermore, analysis of algorithms is essentially required as part of computing
curriculum at different educational levels. In general, students find such subjects to
be complicated and difficult due to their theoretical and mathematical nature. Hence,
the authors of [25] designed a tool-set named “BiGO” to support computer science students
in learning how to analyze time complexities of algorithms in courses such as data structures
and algorithms, and design and analysis of algorithms.. In addition, the pedagogical goals
of the tool and the system implementation architecture were outlined. Another study [26]
designed a smart learning environment to facilitate computational thinking education in
Nigeria. Smart learning needs to align well with the requirements of smart cities [27].
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Therefore, smart learning is a new learning approach, where learner-centered pedagogy
and advanced technology play major roles in education. Computational thinking is a
requisite for students in the digital age to prepare them for future career challenges. These
computational thinking skills allow students to solve problem decomposition, abstraction,
algorithmic thinking, recursive thinking, and pattern recognition.

Moreover, Scratch visual programming language has been extensively used for teach-
ing beginning programming for many different fields and ages. For instance, Scratch has
been used to acquire programming skills in game-based problem solving in engineering
education [28–30]. In addition, Scratch has been used teach programming to children in
combination with certain metaphors [31]. However, these works and visual programming
languages such as Scratch are still far from being useful for teaching advanced algorithmic
techniques such as backtracking.

On the contrary, our proposed framework (i.e., implementing interactive online tools
for showing examples of backtracking algorithms in which students can graphically observe
execution step-by-step) tackles all these limitations and provides a collaborative platform
for an experimental group of students to interact with the learning environment. Moreover,
our solution provides increased learning when compared with the controlled group of
students. In addition, engaging students to properly understand and program backtracking
algorithms can contribute to the quality of future tools developed with this technique. To the
best of our knowledge, no prior study covers the gap in the literature of visually teaching
the advanced backtracking algorithmic with the framework proposed in the next section.

3. Framework for Teaching Algorithms with Interactive Applications

The framework is called Teaching Algorithms with Interactive Applications (TAI)
and is implemented inside the file “tai.js”. The framework is developed in JavaScript
programming language, as most computers, laptops, and mobile devices have browsers
supporting this language. In this way, students do not need to install anything in their
computers, allowing them to be able to immediately use the educational applications
developed with TAI.

The purpose of TAI is to support the development of interactive applications that
allow students to observe and control the progress of algorithms, with special focus on
backtracking algorithms. Therefore, TAI proposes to implement algorithms considering
event-oriented progression of its executions triggered by user button-clicks. For this pur-
pose, TAI stores functions by wrapping recursive calls in a stack. These recursive calls are
executed sequentially by the student pressing a button. It uses a non-blocking mechanism
by storing functions and associating button-pressing with execution and removal of the
first recursive call in the queue.

The framework also stores in a stack the sets of parameters for each pending function
call in the stack. In the design of recursive algorithms, all parameters are recommended to
be included in one object with all the necessary fields. In this way, the algorithm designer
can invoke the generic “wait” function with all the parameters in the same object. The “next”
button is associated with execution of the next pending call with its parameters. As it is
not exactly recursion, all array parameters need to be cloned if the algorithm uses multiple
recursions with changing array values so the state of all parameters is properly stored.

For easy integration with other libraries and programs, TAI uses encapsulation by
providing all its functionalities through an object called ’tai’, generated by the Tai() function,
which creates all the functions with necessary shared information.

TAI also provides functions for showing different types of parameters, such as arrays.
For instance, the array of boolean values is shown with different colors for the two possible
values and the written values, as one can observe in the N-queens case study.

Since TAI uses client programming, the algorithm is executed in the students’ browsers
and does not consume any server resources. This guarantees that many students can execute
the program simultaneously without overloading the computing capability of the server.
In addition, any web space can store the backtracking-algorithm interactive educational
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applications without any particular application server, so TAI and its created applications
could easily be widely used.

In order to facilitate the usage of the TAI framework by other professors and/or
researchers, we explained the main aspects in a video, available online (TAI: JavaScript
Framework for Teaching Algorithms interactively https://youtu.be/O9ZjVB-yzWQ (last
accessed on 25 February 2022)).

4. Case Study with N-Queens Problem

We developed an interactive application with the proposed TAI framework for al-
lowing students to understand the backtracking solution of the well-known n-queens
problem [32], which is now used for solving other chess problems and is commonly used
for teaching backtracking algorithms. In this problem, the goal is to place N queens on
a chessboard of N × N cells so that there is not any pair of queens that can attack each
other. In chess, queens can move through any number of cells in either a column, a row or
a diagonal. Chessboards are usally composed of 8x8 cells, and this problem generalizes the
8-queen problem for any size of square chessboards.

Figure 1 shows the user interface of the N-queens system developed with the proposed
framework. It illustrates the backtracking solution for the n-queens problem, showing
an interactive step-by-step execution. The “size” text field allows students to set any
size of chessboard, and after hitting the “start” button, the new chessboard is generated
empty. Later on, the user can start observing the progress of the algorithm by hitting the
“next” button to advance each step. In each step, if possible, a queen is placed. Otherwise,
the algorithm goes backwards as much as necessary until it can place a queen in a new
place, following the common execution scheme of backtracking algorithms.

Figure 1. User interface of the n-queens interactive system.

For educational purposes, the application also shows graphically the key parameters of
the backtracking solution so that students can understand their meaning and the evolution

https://youtu.be/O9ZjVB-yzWQ
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of their values. Figure 2 shows an example of the n-queens interactive application reaching
a solution. One can observe how the application shows all these parameters through the
step-by-step execution.

Figure 2. Example of reaching a solution in the n-queens interactive system.

This novel n-queens interactive application is available online (N-Queens interactive
education tool http://grasia.fdi.ucm.es/ivan/nqueens/ (last accessed on 25 February
2022)), so other teachers, students, and researchers can benefit from it. Furthermore,
we also created a video for introducing the N-queens problem to students (N-Queens:
Introduction to the Problem https://youtu.be/Rxa_IJ3NbUM (last accessed on 25 February
2022)). Then, another set of our videos (N-Queens: Keys of the Backtracking Solution
https://youtu.be/IKsAdWLPmhk (last accessed on 25 February 2022)) helps students
understand key aspects of the backtracking solution for this problem with the proposed
interactive application.

5. Experimentation

The n-queens interactive backtracking application was used with a group of 37 stu-
dents from two different universities of two different countries: PSU in Saudi Arabia and
UCM in Spain. They were 21.9 years old on average, with a standard deviation (SD) of 2.25.
The students were studying different subjects related to programming, communications,
and fundamentals of algorithms.

http://grasia.fdi.ucm.es/ivan/nqueens/
https://youtu.be/Rxa_IJ3NbUM
https://youtu.be/IKsAdWLPmhk
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In this experiment, students were asked to watch the videos about (a) the introduction
of the N-queens problem, (b) the keys to solving this problem with the tool, and (c)
the principles of the TAI framework. The students were not forced to watch the videos
completely, and they were encouraged to use the interactive online application.

Once they had learned using the interactive n-queens application developed with
TAI, the students were surveyed with the System Usability Scale (SUS) [33] (the text of
the SUS questionnaire is found in Appendix A) and the ease-of-learning and satisfaction
dimensions of the Usefulness, Satisfaction and Ease-of-Use (USE) questionnaire [34] (the
text of the USE questionnaire is found in Appendix B).

Backtracking learning was measured with a backtracking practice problem automati-
cally corrected with software that tested not only visible input–output examples but also
some hidden pairs of inputs and outputs. The results were compared with the results of a
control group from the previous academic course that did not use the proposed framework
but for whom every other teaching resource was the same. The backtracking practice
problem was about finding the shortest path using backtracking in a matrix of cells in
which a person could go only through the cells with odd numbers, since even numbers
represented walls.

In order to illustrate the experience with more detail, Figure 3 shows the program we
used to automatically correct the backtracking practice problems. In particular, we used
the DOMjudge software, in which the students’ algorithms were executed with some test
input cases, and the output was compared with the corresponding cases. Since some of the
test cases were hidden for students, they needed to solve the problem properly to pass the
DOMjudge software. Performance of algorithms was automatically checked with a time
limit for executing the test cases.

Figure 3. DOMjudge used for automatically correcting backtracking practice problems.
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Figure 4 compares the learning of the experimental group that used the proposed TAI
approach to the control group. Learning was measured as the percentage of teams that
passed the backtracking practice problem according to the automatic judge. The experi-
mental group scored 66.67%, while the control group obtained 60.00%. Thus, the proposed
approach increased performance by 6.67%.

According to the YouTube statistics, on average, the students watched only 24.4% of
the first video, 5.9% of the second video, and 8.4% of the third video. This may reveal that
students engaged soon with the application once they understood the problem, without
needing to see the entirety of the videos, showing that they probably found it easy to start
using the application.

The results of SUS were 74.5% on average, with a SD of 13.3%. The results of USE
were 6.06 out of 7 on average, with a SD of 1.11. In particular, USE obtained 6.22 out of 7
on average for ease-of-learning (4 questions), and 5.97 out of 7 on average for satisfaction
(7 questions). Thus, the highest-evaluated aspect of the application was its ease-of-learning.

Figure 4. Comparison of learning performance based on automatic correction of algorithms in a
backtracking practice problem between experimental group (TAI) and control group.

Individual analysis of some items of the USE scale revealed some aspects of the percep-
tion of the students when using the n-queens application. More specifically, Figure 5 shows
the seven-point Likert responses about whether students learned to use the interactive
tool quickly.

Figure 5. Seven-point Likert responses to “I learned to use it quickly”.

Considering the possibility of peer-to-peer recommendation among students, Figure 6
presents the seven-point Likert replies to whether the students would recommend it to
a friend.
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Figure 6. Seven-point Likert responses to “I would recommend it to a friend”.

Regarding the entertainment aspect, Figure 7 shows students enjoyed using this
interactive tool for learning, with 69.6% in complete agreement (i.e., 7 out of 7) and 25.7%
in agreement (i.e., 6 out of 7).

Figure 7. Seven-point Likert responses to “It is fun to use”.

Taking student expectations into account, Figure 8 confirms that the interactive tool
mostly met students expectations, as they mainly agree that the tool worked as they wanted
it to work.

Furthermore, Figure 9 shows that most students agreed that they felt they needed this
kind of tool for learning these kinds of algorithms.

Figure 8. Seven-point Likert responses to “It works the way I wanted it to work”.
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Figure 9. Seven-point Likert responses to “I feel I need to have it”.

Finally, Table 1 presents the average results out of seven for each question of USE to
provide a higher level overview of all the replies, considering each individual question of
the USE scale.

Table 1. USE average results for each question in seven-point Likert scale .

Index USE item Score out of 7

1 I learned to use it quickly. 6.36

2 I easily remember how to use it. 6.08

3 It is easy to learn to use it. 6.39

4 I quickly became skillful with it. 6.06

5 I am satisfied with it. 6.17

6 I would recommend it to a friend. 5.86

7 It is fun to use. 6.11

8 It works the way I want it to work. 6.25

9 It is wonderful. 6.03

10 I feel I need to have it. 5.31

11 It is pleasant to use. 6.08

6. Discussion

The TAI framework has shown its utility for developing interactive educative applica-
tions for teaching backtracking algorithms. The proposed n-queen interactive application
case study has shown its impact on students’ backtracking learning, which increased by
6.67% in the experimental group over the control group. Experimentation also showed
general acceptance among students, who showed their satisfaction and perception of ease
of learning through the validated USE scale.

A possible limitation of the novel TAI framework is that teachers may need some
time to adapt their backtracking examples to be taught interactively, as the proper usage of
TAI in new applications may require (a) programming the visualization specific to a given
problem and (b) some basic knowledge of JavaScript for using the framework. Innovation
in education usually involves effort from teachers and innovators, as can be observed
in different fields such as the inclusion of 3D technology in healthcare education [18],
in which 3D models needed to be developed to be either visualized or printed. In the
field of computer science, other frameworks about visualization of hardware simulation,
such as the one presented by [20], required expressing hardware organization in a specific
modeling language. This barrier to our presented TAI framework can be ameliorated by
creating a repository of backtracking examples so that effort is shared among teachers. This
will facilitate reusing some components for different problems.
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In different user experience (UX) evaluation frameworks, such as [21], speed to learn
plays a crucial role in the time for doing some tasks for the first time in teaching–learning
processes, and usually this time influences the perception of the learning experience.
The average result of 6.57 out of 7 for the item “I learned to use it quickly” reveals that the
proposed TAI framework allows one to create interactive tools that are really fast to learn,
aligning with common principles for a great student learning experience.

Recommendations by users to their friends is one of the key influencing factors on the
popularity of web applications [35]. The high average result of 6.22 out of 7 for the item “I
would recommend it to a friend” reveals the potential of TAI for developing popular web
applications for teaching and learning algorithms.

The systematic mapping of gamification in software engineering in [19] revealed
that playful and fun learning experiences can both increase student motivation and, in
some cases, even their learning performance. However, this review also highlighted that
the literature still lacks proper playful and fun applications for teaching and learning
certain aspects of software development. In this context, our work presents a case study
of an interactive tool for learning an algorithm, which was ranked considerably high
on average for the item regarding fun. In particular, this work has illustrated this with
backtracking, which is one of the algorithm techniques that is usually perceived as most
difficult and complex.

The gap between student expectations and reality in software engineering education
can become a drawback, as [36] stated. The application met the expectations of students,
as revealed by the high average score for the item “It works the way I wanted it to work”,
overcoming this usual barrier in the field of education in software development.

Engagement in learning tasks is key for continuous and fruitful learning experi-
ences [37]. The high average score for the item “I feel I need to have it” showed that
students were engaged from the beginning with the interactive application developed with
the proposed TAI framework.

Since the experiments in PSU were based on watching videos and using the interactive
application without any detailed face-to-face introduction of backtracking beforehand,
the proposed TAI framework will probably be useful for creating material for flipped class-
rooms. This aligns with the current trend of flipped classrooms in engineering education
shown in works such as [9], which has been proven to increase student responsibility
and learning outcomes in a language processors course. In flipped classrooms, students
study before lectures with some motivating material so that lectures can be more advanced
and dedicated to more complex exercises and answering relevant questions. In addition,
educational software tools have proven to be useful in different engineering fields, such as
the Pardos tool [22], which was successfully used for teaching sound propagation analysis
to engineering students. The proposed interactive application developed with TAI also
aligns with this research for developing educational software.

7. Conclusions

The experiments showed that TAI framework supported the development of an in-
teractive tool for teaching the backtracking algorithm for solving the n-queens problem.
Backtracking learning was increased in the experimental group over the control group,
as shown in the results of a backtracking practice problem which was automatically cor-
rected by a judge. According to the USE scale, the system was easy to learn, and students
felt satisfied with their learning experience. For some individual items, we also observed
students enjoyed the learning experience, and the application met student expectations.
In fact, they felt that this kind of interactive tool was necessary to learn such types of
algorithms, and they expressed that they would recommend the application to a friend.
The proposed framework advocates to be cross-cultural, as it was successfully applied to
two countries with different cultures.

Our most relevant future work is to promote the usage of TAI with a public repository
in order to foster a community around this framework for improving teaching and learning
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of difficult algorithms. As an example, we plan to develop another case study about the
Dijkstra algorithm for finding the shortest path, supporting visualization of graphs, and
making it easier to develop interactive tools for teaching algorithms in graphs.
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Appendix A

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure A1. System Usability Scale (SUS) for n-queens online system questionnaire. (a) SUS question-
naire page 1; (b) SUS questinaire page 2; (c) SUS questinaire page 3; (d) SUS questinaire page 4; (e)
SUS questinaire page 5.
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Appendix B

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)
Figure A2. Usefulness, Satisfaction and Ease-of-Use (USE) for n-queens (we only used the “Ease of
Learning” and “Satisfaction” dimensions) questionnaire. (a) USE questionnaire page 1; (b) USE ques-
tionnaire page 2; (c) USE questionnaire page 3; (d) USE questionnaire page 4; (e) USE questionnaire
page 5.
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